
USERS MANUAL

NON.CONTACT IN FRARED THERMOMETER



1. Safety information
o Please read carefully the Operation Manual before

operating the instrument
a Don't cleanse the temperature measurinq

instrument with any solvent
o SafeÇ symbols

A Important notices against hazards

( ( Compliant with European CE safety directive

This instrument complies with the standaros
provided below:

r EN61326_1

r EN60825_1

Warning!
Laser must be prevented from aligning itself
towards human eyes or reflective surfaces.

2. Important notices
o When the working environment experiences a

sudden change, the temperature measuremenr
meter must be placed in an environment for 30
minutes. The measurement can be resumed only
when the temperature inside the meter is
consistent with that outside it.

o The electromagnetic field from electric weldino
and inductive heating must be minimized.



a Don't put the temperature measurement meter

close to or onto a hot object'

a The meter must be kept clean so that dust is

denied access to lens cone'

3. Physical appearance
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O Alarm indicator

€) LcD screen

€) Laser control key/numeric adjustment keyv

@ Mode key

6 uvf ight control key/numeric adjustment key a

@ Infrared sensor's sensing area

@ Laser indicator

O uv tigtrt

@ f type thermocouPle socket

(D Measurement trigger
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4. LCD screen

O Primary display panel: display the measured
temperature.

Q) Functional indication: display Max pRb (K type
probe), HAL (high alarm level), LAL (low alarm
level), E (emissivity)w[n (adjust the instrument's
emissivity)

@ Secondary display panel:

@ Fahrenheit unit

€) Celsius unit

G) Batt"ry under-voltage indication

o Temperature measurement indication

€) oata hotd

@ Laser enabling indication
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5. Measurement method

1. Set the upper Iimit value for alarms:- 
,r"r, trigger + mode key to set the status..for the

instrument, switch Mode key to the upper limit set

for an alarm. At this moment' the instrument's

functional indication area shows HAL and secondary

display panel the upper limit for an alarm' Press À/

V key to increase or decrease alarm value' A long

press on the A/v key will mean rapid increase or

decrease in the set value'

The default alarm value for this instrument is 5'C'
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Set low alarm value for the instrument

Press trigger + mode key to set the status for the

;";.;, switch Mode key to the low limit set for

an alarm- At this moment' the instrument's
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functional indication area shows HAL and secondary
display panel the low limit for an alarm. Press  /V
key to increase or decrease alarm value. A long press

on the   / V key will mean rapid increase or
decrease in the set value. The default alarm value for
this instrument is -5K.
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3. Set the emissivity for the instrument
Press trigger + mode key to set the emissivity for
the instrument, switch Mode key to the low limit set

for an alarm. At this moment, the instrument's
functional indication area shows vIaand secondary

display panel the emissiviÇ for an alarm. Press  /
V key to increase or decrease emissivity value. A

long press on the 
^ 

/ V key will mean rapid
increase or decrease in the set value.
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4. Set the temperature unit for the instrument

Press the Mode key for 2 seconds to switch the
temperature measurement unit.
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5. Enable/disable laser
^Press 2$ key to enable or disable lase1. The

instruriEiwill display the symbot for laser 7fr .



Press cEJl key to turn on oroff Uvlight.
Leak detection:

The leakage of vehicle air conditioning and other
high pressure systems can be detected quickly by
ultraviolet.Fluorescent agent is injected into the air
conditioning system, fluorescent agent will with the
refrigerant in the air-conditioning system in
circulation, when the air conditioning system has a
leak, fluorescent agent will left the
leakage.Fluorescence leakage under the irradiation
of ultraviolet light can emit fluorescence at, ano
then find the leak.

7. Non-contact temperature measurement
Target the temperature measurement meter at an
object and pull the trigger for a period to carry out
continuous measurement of temperature. After
display becomes stable, release the trigger to holo
measurement results. 
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When the trigger is pressed, the instrument's
secondary display panel will first show the set
emissivity and then display the measured maximum
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When the measured value is greater than ambient

environment + HAL value or less than the ambient

environment + LAL value, the red indicatorof the

instrument will be on to sound an alarm.Otherwise,
the green indicator will be on.

8: K thermocouple temperature measuremenr

After K type thermocouple probe is inserted into the

thermocouple socket of the instrument, the

instrument's functional indication area will display

PRb and secondary display panel the temperature

value of K thermocouPle.
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6. Proportion between the distance from

probe to object and the diameter of the
object to be measured (D:S)

Temperature measurement meter has a certain
angle and field of vision, as shown in the diagram
below:

J
The object to be
measurecl

I

I

+
photosensit
ive element

J
lens

I
I
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It must be ensured that the object to be measured
is fully within the field of vision afforded by the
temperature measurement meteri that is, the meter
can see nothing but the object to be measured. The
greater the object to be measured is, the farther the
distance detected by the meter may be. The smaller
the object is, the shorter the distance to be
measured must be. The proportion between the
distance to be measured and the size of the object
to be measured (D:S) is t2: 1,, as shown in the
diagram below:



Unit:mm D:S = 12:1

F-D
While measuring an object, the instrument will

emit an indicative ring. The measured temperature

of the surface is the internal temperature of the

rins' 
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7. Emissivity
Émissivity refers to the ability of an object to emit
infrared ray. The greater the emissivity is, the

stronger the emission abiliÇ of the surface of an

object is. The emissivity of most organic

substances or oxidized surfaces of metals falrs
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within the range of O.g5_0.9g. The default
emissivity of this measurement device is 0.95. The
instrument's emissivity is set to be consistent with
that of the object to be measured at the moment
of measurement. The effect of emissiviÇ on
measurement result must be noticed at the time
of measurement.

The diagram provided below is a reference table
for emissiviÇ.

Table 2 Surface

Aluminum

Metal

Oxidized 0.2-0.4
A3003AlloyOxidized 0.3
A3003AlloyRough 0.1-0.3

Brass
Polished 0.3
Oxidized 0.5

aoppet
Oxidized 0.4-0.8
Electronic terminal
Board 0.6

Hastelloy 0.3-0.8
Chromium
-Nickel-Iron

,Allov

Oxidized 0.7-0.9s
Sandblast 0.3-0.6
Electro-Polished 0.15

Iron
Oxidized 0.5-0.9
Rusted 0.5-0.7
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Iron(Cast)

Oxidized 0.6-0.95

No Oxidized 0.2

Melt 6. cast 0.2-0.3

iron(Forqed) Passivated 0.9

Lead
Rouqh 0.4

Oxidized 0.2-0.6

Mo Oxidized 0.2-0.6

Nickel Oxidized 0.2-0.5

Platinum Black 0.9

Steel

Cold rolled 0.7-0.9
Sanding plate 0.4-0.6

Polished plate 0.1

Zinc Oxidized 0.1

Asbestos 0.9s

Asohalt 0.95

Basalt stone 0.7

Carbon 0.8-0.9

non-oxidized 0.7-0.8

Graphite 0.9

Silicon Carbide 0.9s

Clay 0.95

Concrete 0.95

Fabric 0.95

Glass olate 0.85



Sand-qravel 0.95

Gvpsum 0.8-0.95

Ice 0.98

Limestone 0.98

Paper 0.95

nlastic 0.95

Soil 0.9-0.98

, Siat r" 0.93

Wôod (naturaD' 0.9-0.95
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8. Battery replacement
When the battery's power is low the battery

symbol indicator {-rlwill be on. At such moment,

you must replace the existing battery. What you

need to do is to open the battery cover and

replace the old battery with a new 9V battery.

Refer to the diagram below:



9. Technical parameters

<1,mW /630-670nm Level 2

-50"c-800'c
(-sg"F -1472"F)

-50"C-0"C t3.c
0-800'C ! (1.5% reading +2"C

/4"F)

-40"c-1000'c ( -40.F-1832"F )
t(1.5% reading +2'C/4"F)


